Computerized physician order entry (POE) is defined as a process that allows a physician to use a computer to enter medical orders directly. The concept is receiving an increasing level of attention because the Institute of Medicine report “To Err is Human” notes that POE holds potential for decreasing the number of medical errors in hospitals.1 This is because the system can offer decision support at the time it is most needed. Despite its touted benefits, however, POE is not widely used. In a 1997 mail survey of hospitals, we found that POE reportedly exists in one-third of U.S. hospitals, but is really used in less than two percent of them.2 Comments from the survey respondents indicated that administrators are looking forward to POE implementation but fear that physicians will resist it. Historically, physicians have been reluctant users.3–6 We designed a study not only to find out why there is resistance but also to investigate the complex interplay of factors that influence the success of POE implementation.

A description of the process in the context of a teaching hospital illustrates why POE is an intriguing implementation issue:

An intern attends rounds early in the morning with her team of residents and an attending physician. The
group discusses each patient either at the bedside or just outside the room. During the course of the discussion, suggestions are made about what tests and medications to order for the patient. The intern writes some notes as a reminder about what to do later. At the conclusion of rounds, the intern is expected to enter orders into the computer for most patients. She seeks an unused machine, logs on and locates the first patient in the system. She may order labs and then begin to order medications. To order a medication, she first needs to find its name in an alphabetical list and select a dosage from a menu and then a schedule for administration from another menu. If the dosage or schedule desired is different from normal in some way, she may need to type in exact instructions and be creative about abbreviating words because the space for free text may be limited. She sends the order for the first medication and, to order a second, goes back to the alphabetical list and starts again. If she orders something that might interact with another substance, she receives an alert when she asks the machine to send the order. When the intern is finished with the orders for the first patient, she pulls up the record on the second patient and starts again. She is pleased that the medication is received on the floor within an hour. Because the data are entered in a structured manner, and because they enter a large database, an accurate record of that order now exists for billing and other tracking purposes.

Without the computer, the physician would write a list of orders in longhand or check boxes on a form, one list per patient, and a ward clerk or nurse would take over the process after that. The clerk may need to clarify the order, especially if the writing is hard to read. It may take the intern ten minutes per patient to write the orders and answer questions. Messengers or a pneumatic tube may be used to deliver the order to the pharmacy. A drawback of the manual system is that it may take six hours before the medication reaches the floor. However, the physician may spend less than a half hour writing orders for all patients. Using POE may take much longer or be perceived as taking much longer.

The purpose of this study is to describe perceptions of POE held by diverse professionals at both teaching and nonteaching sites where POE has been successfully implemented. The professional groups include clinicians, administrators, and information technology personnel. Success is defined as heavy use (over 80% of orders are entered electronically) by a large number of physician users. The reason for studying successful sites is that they can serve as models. The focus of this study is on commercial systems that have the potential for being widely adopted. The present study is designed as a cross-site study so that the perceptions of diverse professionals can be compared both within organizations and among different settings. The field investigators (JSA, PNG, ML, JAL) were an external, multidisciplinary team unaffiliated with any of the selected sites at the time of the fieldwork.

**Methods**

**Selection of Sites**

We contacted experts in informatics and asked for suggestions of sites where POE is used with success. For this initial study, three organizations were selected that span a spectrum: an academic institution on the East Coast with a ten-year history of using POE; a West Coast VA hospital with a recent installation and two campuses; and a nonteaching hospital on the West Coast with the longest history of POE use in the country. The first institution was the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Virginia, which has used the Technicon/Eclypsis system (Eclypsis Corp., Delray Beach, FL) for POE since 1989, when it experienced a difficult implementation. It is a state institution with a 591-bed hospital and a network of ambulatory service facilities. The Veterans Affairs (VA) Puget Sound Health Care System campuses in Seattle and American Lake were the second site. VA Puget Sound was a test site for the VA's Computerized Patient Record System (CPRS), which allows note entry and results reporting in addition to order entry. Use of the system on the busiest inpatient wards and critical care units began in December, 1998. The campuses in Seattle and American Lake are 40 miles apart and together have a total of 347 acute beds and 142 nursing home beds. The Seattle Division is one of five teaching hospitals of the University of Washington. El Camino Hospital in Mountain View, California, was the third site. Most of the literature about POE in the nonteaching hospital setting has El Camino as its focus, but nothing has been published recently. Beginning in 1966, El Camino became a development site for a medical information system originally developed by Lockheed and purchased by Technicon (now Eclypsis). It was selected by the National Center for Health Services Research in 1971 as a demonstration site of a total hospital information system. A careful evaluation of the system was conducted by researchers from Battelle Columbus Laboratories, with the conclusion that the system was cost-effective. The hospital prides itself on being “a true community hospital” and does not have medical residency programs.

**Data Collection Methods**

Observation, oral history interviews, and focus groups were used because each method has its
Participant observation has the advantage of being the most unobtrusive method. It "produces detailed descriptive accounts of what [is] going on (including verbal interaction)" and has been used effectively in prior informatics studies. Experienced qualitative researchers accompanied clinicians in the course of typical daily tasks in the hospital and generally followed such shadowing with informal interviews. Additional observation included watching all activities on certain hospital units. Data were also collected using focus groups. Focus groups provide an efficient way to gather information from a group with the benefit of synergy among participants. Finally, taped oral history interviews provided the longitudinal perspective because informants described past events that occurred during the implementation process. Together, the three methods produce a high level of "trustworthiness," the qualitative analogue to "validity." The use of multiple researchers, feedback to and from the informants, and diverse sites contributes even further to trustworthiness.

The Data

At the University of Virginia, we shadowed intern/resident pairs in the critical care unit. In labor and delivery, we followed a surgical intern and a medical intern. Because we visited in August, the interns had experienced only one month of POE. At the VA in November, we observed an attending physician in an outpatient primary care clinic, an attending physician in a nursing home unit, and a medical student/intern/resident team on a general medicine inpatient unit. Informal interviews were held with each of these eleven participants plus four nurses and a clinical pharmacist at each hospital. Formal oral history interviews were held with nine people: the chief clinical information officer at each place and a clinical systems specialist with a nursing background, two administrators who are MDs, two faculty who used the system as residents, and two other faculty with MDs at the University of Virginia. Three focus groups were held, two in Virginia and one in Seattle. To maximize participation, we fit the focus groups into the work schedule of the house officers, once at a meeting of about ten pediatrics residents, a second at a meeting of about twenty general medicine residents, and a third at a meeting of a ward team, including a medical student, an intern, and three residents.

At the American Lake Division of the VA Puget Sound Healthcare System, we shadowed a psychiatrist and held informal interviews with a physician’s assistant and nurse. At El Camino, we shadowed physicians in the emergency department, medicine, oncology, the ICU, and CCU. We conducted four formal oral history interviews with a physician, two nurses who practiced when the system was implemented and subsequently worked for the information technology unit, and a person who had helped with the original cost evaluation of the system, then gave demonstrations of the system to visitors from around the world and continues on the financial staff.

Informal interviews were held with nurses, administrators, a care coordinator, clinical pharmacists, and a dietician. Table 1 summarizes the method and subjects at each site.

Table 1

Methods and Participant Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>No. of Clinicians or Units Studied*</th>
<th>No. of I.T. Professionals Studied</th>
<th>No. of Administrators Studied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Virginia</td>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informal Interview</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal Interview</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus Group</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Administration</td>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informal Interview</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal Interview</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus Group</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Camino</td>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informal Interview</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal Interview</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sum of 1) the number of individual clinicians shadowed for periods of at least four hours, and 2) the number of units (like nursing stations) observed for at least that period of time (when the observer was watching all activities rather than one individual).
Data Analysis

The investigators transcribed their own field notes from their handwritten notes. Transcripts of interview and focus group sessions were produced from audiotapes by a transcriptionist with qualitative methods experience. A total of 120 person-hours of observation were conducted, resulting in about 180 single-spaced pages of transcribed data. Twenty-two hours of formal interviews produced 220 pages of double-spaced pages of transcription. A grounded theory approach was used to identify emergent themes. Grounded means “based on and connected to the context-dependent observations and perceptions of the social scene;”18 the informants’ own words guided development of codes. Two researchers (JSA and ML) independently reviewed the field notes and transcripts, annotating important themes in the margins. Two other researchers (PNG and JAL) carefully reviewed the documentation and noted major themes. The team of four met three times to reach consensus on naming the patterns and themes. Qualitative data analysis software (QSR NUD*IST 4, Sage Publications, Berkeley, CA) was used to review and index these patterns and themes.

Results

Four major themes (Table 2) emerged from the data:

1. Organizational issues, including collaboration, organizational and personal pride, organizational culture, and power, politics, and control

2. Clinical/professional issues

3. Technical/information technology implementation issues

4. Issues related to the organization of information.

In addition, some differences between teaching and nonteaching hospitals arose.

The themes described below are patterns that were seen across sites. Quotations have been selected because they are representative and the individual speaking articulated a particular point well. They are quoted verbatim so that the reader can experience the richness of the spoken words. Because participants were promised confidentiality, an effort has been made to report what was said without divulging any information that would let the reader identify the speaker.

Limitations of the study include the number of hours spent observing, which was sufficient in that saturation was reached but perhaps not ideal (according to the standards of traditional cultural anthropologists who spend years in the field). The small number of formal interviews at the VA, the timing of the VA visit (just before a large-scale implementation), and the fact that two sites were using the same basic TDS system (although extensive modifications have been made in each) may be considered limitations. In the tradition of qualitative research, the results may be transferable but are not necessarily generalizable.

Theme 1: Organizational Issues

Organizational issues involve the people within organizations, the relationships among individuals or groups, the culture or shared system of meaning, and the context within which organizations exist.

Organizational Issues: Collaboration

- “The effect of [the system] in the whole hospital has caused everybody to become more interdependent.”

- “It used to be the department could do whatever it wanted and it didn’t have to impact anybody else.”

After initial resistance at the University of Virginia, house officers began sitting at the table with administrators and information technology staff to solve problems related to the system. Such committees are useful, but members need to be heard and want to be useful. One informant lauded a “national group and hierarchy of making suggestions.” Another “enjoyed meeting colleagues at the national level” and had a sense of loss when a development group was discontinued.

Communication among physicians and nurses has changed as a result of POE. From field notes:

- “I ask if he feels that the system has changed the way he communicates with nurses. He said, ‘absolutely,’ saying that he felt their interactions were much friendlier because there were less calls from the nurses re: handwriting, e.g. and less going back to the nurses and saying something like ‘how come you didn’t put these orders in yet?’”

- “Instead of an order book where you write down your inpatient orders and put it down and the nurse looks it over, now that’s done sometimes from another physical location . . . there are fewer circumstances where there’s a conversation about illegibility.”
Legibility was cited again and again as a positive aspect of POE at all sites.

Organizational Issues: Organizational and Personal Pride

All organizations in the study opted for implementing POE partly because they wanted to be on the cutting edge of technology. Financial efficiency was a goal, but the attractiveness of being viewed as a future-oriented, proactive, technologically advanced organization was also important. One informant said that “part of this was an ambitious project from the university and the hospital side to try to put X at the forefront of information technology in use,” and another at a different institution said about the leadership, “He, from a conceptual point of view, was trying to get the institution at the forefront.” There is now a good deal of pride in having weathered the implementation process, especially in those who helped to modify it. One said proudly, “I have lash marks on my back from the last implementation.” Information technology staff take pride in POE as well: “We had meetings all the time with caregivers and no matter what the concern was, we tried to work on it . . . everybody wanted it to succeed . . . it was a showcase, the hospital was a showcase.”

There is also a sense of personal pride in having mastered the POE system, especially among interns. Residents were proud that they could develop personal order sets: “The ownership became an issue and so now you can construct, construct your own personal order set. And that became yours and you could mold it however you wanted and it would be, you know, your hallmark, whatever.”

Organizational Issues: The Culture

Leadership and top-level support were often cited as success factors:
• “What kept us going here during the tough times is the fact that our administration . . . said ‘you know, guys, do whatever you can’ [to I.T.], they realized the importance of keeping it going, ‘just tell how much it’s gonna cost, and do what you have to do.’”

• “He was here over 25 years and politically astute and more of a team builder and got people working together.”

The context within which the hospitals operate is also a factor in success. Outside pressures such as managed care and JCAHO influence hospital policy. There are also unique pressures on individual hospitals: the University of Virginia is a state university; the VA sites are part of a federal system; and El Camino Hospital is community-based. The era of the implementation makes a difference as well. In the early 1970s, when the El Camino system was implemented, the pace of change was different, but the technology was new so that different issues surfaced. When Lockheed staff members were explaining to El Camino staff what the new system would be like, “They said we’re going to install this computer, and this is what it’s going to look like, and they had a cardboard box with a hole cut in it, and they had a scroll and they were scrolling butcher paper through and saying this is what it’s going to look like and we were just laughing our heads off.”

Organizational Issues: Power, Politics, and Control Issues

The implementation of physician order entry involves power relationships, with power defined as “a capacity that A has to influence the behavior of B so that B does things he or she would not otherwise do.”19 In the context of POE, this means that someone has the ability to influence a physician to directly enter orders into a computerized system. Politics is the attempt to influence “the distribution of advantages and disadvantages within an organization.”20 Politics is therefore power in action; it can be an effective force for changing behavior.

Both formal and informal power was evident at all sites. Interestingly, implementation of POE caused shifts in power distributions. As one participant observed, “It changed the balance of power because nurses learned the system and became the ones who taught the doctors the system and that was an interesting dynamic . . . the nurses felt more important and the doctors felt more respectful of nurses, in general.” In a sense, however, nurses seemed to lose some power in that they had less informal input into physician decision making as a result of off-site entry of orders. When nurses overtly gained greater power at one place by generating their own order sets, physicians quickly intervened. Interns felt an increased sense of power and ownership of patients. Because they enter the orders, they sense they have a certain degree of control over the care of the patient: “Part of it’s a control issue, if you don’t do it yourself, you don’t actually know what’s being done to your patient.”

Although power and influence from the top are necessary, mid-level power exerted by department chairs at teaching hospitals may be even more important. Informal political skills exhibited by champions (peers who favor the innovation) and opinion leaders (who may or may not favor it but nevertheless hold influence) were evident. “You need some people to be the champions, people who will ride the white horse through the units and say this is good and don’t be afraid of it.”

Information technology staff are acutely aware of the power of positive politics: “You have to be very political, and you have to be patient and you have to just bend over backwards to give doctors what they want and value.”

A sense of power also comes from being heard. “They listened to nursing carefully in developing the system . . . thirty-two of the care plans were put in at his [the nurse’s] request.” Participation, not buy-in, is needed. Clinicians want to be part of the problem-solving process. Developers at El Camino took the idea of a partnership with clinicians especially seriously, perhaps because they were designing a system and breaking new ground.

When the system is created for someone else’s purposes, for administration in particular, rather than for clinical reasons, it can be greatly resented. A recipe for failure seems to be the imposition on clinicians of a system that will help the hospital but not help them: “Everybody became an agent of the administration by default if they were hired through the hospital and if they were on the receiving end of an order. And there was a lot of tension created.” At the University of Virginia, in the first days of implementation, house staff “felt it was compromising patient care, which is something that is important to them, whereas the hospital’s bottom line is not.” The following is from field notes: “He felt like it was a way for the administration to save money—and that he had to work more because of it. He said it ‘helps other people, not the doctors.’” Factionalism was evident
throughout the histories of implementation. The prime ones were physicians and administration. Feelings towards IT were more often kind, perhaps because training and support were emphasized at all sites and seemed to be appreciated.

**Theme 2: Clinical/Professional Issues**

There are several dimensions to this issue, including both customization of the system and the ability to do individual customization.

**Clinical/Professional Issues: Local Customization**

Different units in the hospital are quite unique. One may assume that medical specialties would differ from surgical, but there are also large differences between the emergency department and the rest of the hospital, labor and delivery, mental health, nursing home care, and pediatrics. In addition, there are differences in shifts and system needs during evening and weekend hours.

The differences among units in the hospital were pointed out by nearly everyone at all sites. At the University of Virginia and El Camino, physician order entry is more accepted by surgical than medical specialties. A surgical intern can routinely use order sets, which makes the job easier and perhaps even faster than a manual system. However, the medical specialties are less structured and orders are less routine. There are numerous examples in our field notes of problems with system use when a nonstandard order is needed. The rigidity of the system can cause great frustration in a tense situation.

- “The place where we had the most trouble was our medicine service and they have been very cautious, gun shy.”
- “I see it in the order entry application in the ICU, [it] is an entirely different animal than one on a ward or [in the] spinal cord [unit]. Even though they have their instances of acute medical catastrophes, they don’t happen predictably day after day.”
- “It’s a problem with the dosing in pediatrics.”
- “In the ER, patients came and went very quickly . . . so we were writing things on paper towels and stapling paper towels to the chart because that was our medication record.”

Shifts vary considerably. An information-intensive period is during the change of nursing shifts. Nurses must pass on information to the person replacing them in an efficient manner. Each nurse has a preferred way of organizing information on each patient. Space is crowded, and computers tend to be in great demand. In the morning, this may occur at the same time physicians are rounding; bottlenecks occur when computers are in short supply.

**Clinical/Professional Issues: Individual Customization**

There seemed to be varying opinions about age and ease of acceptance of POE. Other factors may be more important.

- “Some people absolutely love it and they want all the bells and whistles . . . age doesn’t matter . . . once you learn something can do something for you, you’ll use it over and over and if you never hear about it, you don’t use it.”
- “Computer literacy does matter. The younger physicians catch on much faster and are ready to use it.”
- “They like efficiency, and legibility is important to them if it prevents them from getting a second phone call asking what does this mean?”

Customization of training is important for the comfort of users. At El Camino, when a new physician joins the staff, he or she is contacted by a nurse trainer working in information technology for personalized training. Nurses there are trained by nursing educators. The University of Virginia and the VA offer classes. Virginia trains new physicians primarily in the summer when interns and residents arrive on a yearly basis. The Seattle VA has house officers rotating through every month. In addition, customized training is provided at the teaching hospitals by more experienced residents with whom you are partnered. What you learn, then, is dependent on what those residents learned along the way.

**Theme 3: Technical/Information Technology Implementation Issues**

Implementation is a process of continuously modifying the system. The University of Virginia had to make large-scale changes to make the system acceptable to house staff. They worked hard to anticipate problems but simply could not predict the amount of resistance. In retrospect, the major players point with pride at the hard work and eventual success of the system that they helped to change. At the VA Puget Sound, a new system was being implemented shortly after we were there, but since it was an alternative...
interface for the VISTA system already in use, one could call it an enhancement. The El Camino system continues to evolve.

Technical/Implementation Issues: Usability

Usability is a systems design concept. In this context, it means how the system fits the workflow. The system must be enabling without constraining. Personal and departmental order sets and clinical pathways were cited numerous times by informants as making their lives easier.

Certain aspects about the systems in the three settings delighted users. Most importantly, they appreciate being able to access the system without being on the unit with the patient at that moment. For the most part, logging on was relatively fast and easy. The observers were surprised that system users at some sites accepted the text-based systems that used all capital letters. With practice, users had become amazingly adept at reading the screens, even though to novice eyes it appeared that screen layouts were jumbled and hard to read.

The threats to usability were based primarily on the number of screens that one has to access to get the job done. One informant said that you have to “think like a computer” to place an order. Tricking the system by using workarounds is common. Workarounds, defined as clever methods for getting done what the system does not let you do easily, are used by clinicians at all three sites. From field notes:

• “Notes to a patient in the discharge summary have to be typed using a workaround because the space is so limited. You have to go under ‘diet’ because that part offers free text capability. The poor nutritionist probably has to read all kinds of non-diet comments listed under diet.”

• “You just have to use it a lot and sort of figure out little quirks and how to get around it.”

• “There’s lots of times I wish I had a pen and I could write this order because I know what I want, and I just can’t find it on this computer.”

Technical/Implementation Issues: Order Sets

At the University of Virginia, it was not until personal order sets were implemented that the system became acceptable to clinicians. Order sets can be time savers for straightforward orders. Collections of orders can also be developed at a departmental level and therefore agreed on by a group of physicians. All sites had personal and departmental order sets. At El Camino, the personal order sets developed by individual specialists were used by internists who would be referring the patient to that specialist. The VA has something called “quick orders,” which are standard orders that are extremely easy and fast to enter. Order sets there are collections of quick orders.

Beyond personal and departmental order sets, El Camino also had over fifty clinical pathways. These were developed using an inclusive and intensive collaboration process among nurses, physicians, pharmacists, and others. They outlined the entire care plan for the patient with a specific problem. They are widely used and constantly updated. The nurses like them because if a physician puts someone on the care plan, he or she often gives greater license to nurses to use their judgement. Physicians need to be called less often. The pathways are agreed on by consensus, but physicians can modify any aspect of them. “Rather than having to write all the admission orders, you just click quickly on.”

Technical/Implementation Issues: POE Training and Support

All sites devoted large amounts of staff time to training and support before and during implementation of physician order entry. They all continue to provide support by phone and in person. At El Camino, physician training can be done on a one-on-one basis because turnover is low. At teaching hospitals, house staff are trained in groups. Because the VA hospital has students and house staff rotating on a short-term basis, training must be held frequently.

At the VA, appointed clinical application coordinators are on call to answer systems-related questions, in addition to information technology staff. At El Camino, nurses take over the role of just-in-time instructors. There is also a phone number to call. Physicians there asked nurses for help before anyone else, and often a nurse spontaneously volunteered to help. From field notes:

• “He finally said, in frustration, ‘I can’t do this’ and went to find a nurse.”

• “The nurses are programmed to help the new doctors, if one is struggling, they go up and say can I help you out?”

Technical/Implementation Issues: Time

Speed of the order entry process is the most important issue from the clinician perspective. Response
time is critical. At El Camino, we were told that when the response time increased to anything over 0.7 seconds, the help desk phone started ringing with complaints. Order sets are popular because they save time: “You can literally get somebody admitted and order all their labs and the medicines in, and it, it’s five minutes.”

It makes a great deal of difference whose time is impacted. Nurses are grateful that they no longer need to put in all the orders on behalf of the physicians. Their time is saved, but most users assume that POE takes more physician time than manual order entry. Nurses and pharmacists also save time by not having to call the physician to question an order they cannot read. When time of administration of a needed therapy is positively impacted by POE, clinicians are grateful: “One of the physicians used to tell a story about putting orders in [the system] and another doctor picking up a yellow sheet and writing orders and before the doctor was even through writing, the one entering in [the system] saw the nurse going down the hall to give the medication, because it had printed in pharmacy and they had sent it up before the other guy even got through with his yellow sheet.”

Time perceptions are vastly different depending on the unit. In the emergency department, orders need to be communicated with maximum speed; in the nursing home care unit, there is more time to focus on ordering. “In an emergency situation . . . a really fast order [is needed and] it’s just barbaric to have to go through a system when there should be another kind of mechanism.” Accumulated time—entering orders on a whole series of patients, for example—can indeed add up to hours.

- “You had to sit at the computer terminal rather than giving patient care for three hours.”
- “It’s not a time neutral activity.”

One informant felt differently, as described in field notes: “He said that speed was not that much of an issue to him. He said that some users get very frustrated when the response is not instantaneous, but joked that he needed the time anyway, because he was getting older.” There is also a system life cycle issue related to time:

- “It was introduced, it was dropped, it was reintroduced . . . there’s sort of a lot of fits and starts in the process.”
- “It required a huge amount of effort on a lot of people’s part . . . it probably required thousands of hours and people’s time to get it built into what it is now.”

In some ways, all three sites had experienced failures in their clinical systems. The house staff threatened to strike at the University of Virginia. A failure at the VA resulted in withdrawing a POE system in medicine years ago. El Camino experienced physician resistance early on. Leaders at all sites were determined to succeed, and extra resources had to be made available to do so. The VA was the only one of the three that pulled the system out and then replaced it later in a carefully planned effort to succeed anew. At El Camino it took three years before physicians voted to keep the system, but informants thought it took ten years for full acceptance. Interestingly, users at Virginia also cited ten years as the time for acceptance. The VA system was implemented only on a few units and only recently, so the history does not cover ten years. At the other two sites, POE is working and accepted even though it is neither seamless nor beautiful.

Theme 4: The Organization of Information

There seems to be a tension between the need to structure the information about orders so that the computer system can deal with it efficiently and the need for clinicians to express orders in their own way.

Organization of Information: System Rigidity

Instead of fitting the workflow, each system requires that “you gotta think like the guy who programmed it.” For example, a physician was trying to order a coronal sinus CT and thought it did not make sense when he found it under “head CT.” From the field notes: “I think a clinician would typically think of a head CT as a separate entity from a sinus CT, not as a heading for more specific types of scans.”

Although POE systems have been shown to reduce errors, a lack of clear visual cues on some screens may lead to errors of misidentification. There were numerous descriptions of clinicians entering orders on the wrong patient: “If a doctor hits Jane instead of Mary, it will go to the wrong patient, but there are triple checks now.” Systems have safeguards against communication of wrong orders, but in the meantime the clinician has spent extra time and then needs to reenter the same orders for the correct patient. We detected a great deal of redundancy because users are dealing with an error potential. We counted as many as twenty information “systems,” both manual and electronic, in some hospital units. Often clinicians use several to make sure that an order has been
communicated. Although order sets tend to improve workflow, there are many examples of the rigidity of POE systems impeding workflow.

Organization of Information: Integration

Every place has several systems to which users would like seamless access. A totally integrated CPR is what everyone would like. None of the systems had seamless access to knowledge resources such as MEDLINE, although the VA system had easy access. The VA was the only system covering both inpatients and outpatients. The ability to use the same system across both inpatient and outpatient is desired: “I’d like to see strong similarities between inpatient and outpatient. I know the process is a little bit different, but I think it’s ludicrous to think that they’re gonna use this when they’re in the inpatient and then they go to ambulatory care and they have to use an entirely different system with a different look and feel, that’s crazy.” The potential of an integrated system is recognized by residents: “I’m thinking of going into practice next year in a community hospital. I think it would be a wonderful tool to have . . . to access from an office even . . . and if it was an integrated user friendly system . . . it would be a very powerful tool to have in any hospital.”

Differences Between Teaching and Nonteaching Hospitals

There were no clearly evident differences between teaching and nonteaching hospitals in relation to POE. The role of nurses is somewhat different and may impact implementation of POE. El Camino had implemented clinical pathways to a greater extent than the other sites; because these pathways are the product of interdisciplinary collaborative effort, teamwork is highly regarded there. It may be that without the presence of residents, nurses are viewed differently.

Differences: Clinical Pathways and Collaboration

A nurse at a teaching hospital said: “I would love to be able to also have a fully integrated system with all the nursing documentation. I see multidisciplinary order sets where we have physicians’ medical orders and we have independent nursing orders together that combine to make the plan of care where all disciplines can chart against all orders in a very quick fashion.” While clinical pathways were a dream at a teaching hospital, they are reality at the nonteaching hospital. “It might be that in a community hospital you don’t need to get consensus from very many people,” one informant reasoned. For example, in labor and delivery, “they have clinical paths for vaginal deliveries, c-sections, preterm deliveries, and hypertension.” It was not easy to gain consensus on these, but the number of physicians involved was fewer than fifteen. Order sets are especially helpful to primary care physicians: “He says if he is seeing someone in the middle of the night who happens to have asthma, ‘I don’t need to wake the pulmonologist in the middle of the night, [I] can use his/her order set for asthma.’”

Differences: Turnover, Longevity, and Stability

There is a sense of permanence at the nonteaching hospitals. POE is more common in teaching hospitals because house officers are a captive audience and can be told what they must do. Having a captive audience in house officers does not necessarily make implementation easy, however. There is the sense that they are merely transients and do not have a long-term stake in the hospital: “The house staff just come here for three years to train. They’re not really institutionally connected.” House officers often need to learn multiple POE systems if they rotate among hospitals. This is particularly difficult: “She’s been on so many different systems it’s a blur.”

There is a sense of permanence at El Camino despite, or perhaps because of, a threat to its viability that was successfully weathered several years ago. We heard the staff referred to several times as “the El Camino family.” We were told that turnover is low. We observed numerous older physicians who were resistant to POE at one time but who happily use it now. A similar sense of permanence was expressed at the American Lake campus of the VA, where there also are no residents.

Differences Including Multiple Missions and Education

Academic health centers have multiple missions of patient care/service, research, and education. Nonteaching hospitals focus on patient care. There are residents and faculty at the teaching hospitals who believe that POE enhances medical education and others who just as strongly believe it is a detriment:

- “Order sets . . . you’re really not forced to think through your choices.”
- “It’s a mixed blessing because one of the beauties of not having a paper chart is you can do it any-
Conclusion and Recommendations

The purpose of this study was to identify the perceptions of computerized physician order entry by diverse professionals at sites where POE has been successfully implemented and to identify differences between teaching and nonteaching sites. Types of sites were more alike than different. The themes of (1) organizational issues, (2) clinical/professional issues, (3) technical/implementation issues, and (4) the organization of information and knowledge lead to several recommendations for those planning to implement POE.

Organizational Issues

The results indicate that an organization with a strong culture, a history of collaboration and teamwork, and supportive leadership can provide fertile ground for planting the seeds of a successful system. Organizational culture is deep seated and not easily changed, however. A strong culture can be based on a proud history, as described by informants at the University of Virginia and El Camino. Another important aspect of organizational culture is trust, especially trust in hospital or health sciences center administration. It takes time for a nurturing culture to develop. Organizations would be wise to assess how ready they are according to the subthemes listed under Organizational Issues in Table 2 and try to address areas of weakness before contemplating POE implementation.

Clinical/Professional Issues

Customization and the ability to adapt POE at the local level are vitally important for successful implementation. The more flexibility the system has, the better accepted it will be by different physician specialties. The present study found that the process of local development with broad involvement of clinicians is necessary and healthy for the organization as a whole. Those planning to implement POE need to recognize that this careful customization in partnership with clinicians takes time, however.

Technical/Implementation Issues

Speed was usually cited as the most important aspect of the system. Other critical attributes are the ability to group orders into order sets, to make clinical pathways available to the health care team, and to enter orders from remote locations. Vendors and system designers need to strive to offer products with fast response times and mobility.

Organization of Information

We found that the older systems, in particular, seem to require the user to compartmentalize and think in a rigid hierarchical manner. Users, however, want a meaningful organization to the knowledge, and a system that will make it easier to get things done. To be meaningful to the user, it seems that the organization of knowledge must be local and individualized. The information must be organized in a manner designed to mimic the way in which people use the information. This is generally not in a structured, hierarchical manner. People do not want to be forced to "think like a computer." Individuals exhibit different ways of chunking or bundling information to summarize it and make it accessible to themselves later. Vendors and system designers should work together with clinicians to develop systems flexible enough to organize information this way.

Teaching vs. Nonteaching Hospitals

Differences between types of hospitals that may have an impact on POE implementation include the level of professional collaboration, the amount of staff turnover, and the diversity of missions. Community hospitals may have closer collaboration between physicians and other health care professionals, a more stable staff, and a more singular mission. Although these hospitals do not have house officers for whom they can mandate POE use, they may capitalize on these success factors instead.

The Future

Several trends may lead to more widespread successful implementation of POE in hospitals. The first is a national effort to reduce medical errors. The Leapfrog Group has called for POE as one of three initiatives that its members, as purchasers of health care, should implement. In the AHRQ Evidence-Based Practice Center report on interventions that have been proven to improve the quality of care, POE with decision support was shown to have moderate evidence for effectiveness. Such pressure may cause hospital administrators to acquire POE too readily, but it also may promote careful consideration and wise implementation.

Several guides to assist in judicious implementation of POE have been published recently. Although they
do not offer detailed guidance, they realistically portray the benefits and difficulties of implementing POE. From sources respected by administrators, they advocate cautious movement toward implementing POE. The American Hospital Association Guide to Computerized Physician Order-Entry Systems,23 the Institute for Clinical Systems Improvement Technology Assessment Report on POE,24 and the ECRI evaluation of computerized provider order entry systems25 give balanced views of the positive and negative aspects of POE. The authors’ website at cpoep.org also offers guidance from international experts.

In addition to national mandates and published guides, efforts are being made by hospitals that have already implemented POE to share the lessons they have learned. As time goes by, more case studies that explore both failures26 and successes27 are appearing in the literature.

An encouraging trend is that POE is no longer looked upon as simple order transmission, there is greater recognition that POE must be integrated into an electronic medical record system if the benefits of synergy are to be reaped.28 The greatest benefit is the knowledge embedded in clinical decision support systems. Indeed, decision support is becoming the major driver for POE development, implementation, and ongoing improvement.29

Finally, it appears that the technology is improving. Although the ECRI report does not give any of the commercial systems its highest rating, it points out that advances are being made as vendors, clinicians, and health care organizations work together to improve systems.30 Evidence indicates that systems can get faster from the physician’s point of view as a result of improved response time and design improvements.31

In conclusion, many of the issues identified in this research are being addressed at the national level by respected organizations and by major systems vendors. However, many of the issues can be addressed only within the hospitals themselves. The data show that an organizational culture characterized by open and trusting communication between administrators and clinicians is necessary. Power and control issues will not disappear, but they can be managed. Collaboration and two-way communication are important and need to be part of the fabric of the organization. Most of the technology issues discovered in our research are being addressed by vendors, and faster, more integrated systems with desired value added features are becoming available. However, the best system can remain unused or misused if clinicians resent it. If it is a good system, resentment may very well stem not from system shortcomings, but from lack of trust in the people deciding that POE is necessary (e.g., administration). POE implementation is an iterative process that takes time. The necessary change process is not easy, but once POE is accepted, users become so dependent on it that they, as one informant said, “couldn’t live without it.”
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